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Verdict: Callaway's most ambitious hybrid design begins with high strength steel alloys in a wraparound face for better ball speeds in larger areas. The inner jailbreak bar joins the crown and is simply to nail the body and channel more flexing to the face. Finally, an eight-way adjustable hosel increases the assembly option and drops 13
grams from the past version. With that weight saved, the club's centre of gravity is as low as a regular host design. Loft: 3H-18 degrees, 4H-21 degrees, 5H-24 degrees, 6H-27 degrees, 7H-30 degrees, 8H-33 degrees (all adjustable +2/-1 degrees) Street Price: $270 Buy from the manufacturer » All products displayed in Golf Digest are
free however, when you buy something through our retail links, we may get an affiliate account. With a strong launch, the 2019 Callaway Big Bertha hybrid is long and forgiving. Add in the great adjustability and look and this hybrid will definitely be the leader of the SGI category. The introduction slipped off the sleek head cover of the Big
Bertha hybrid 2019, the first thing that caught my eye was Jailbreak Technology - a proven design and probably my favorite name. Then I noticed the adaptability and thought to myself all this in the SGI hybrid. And again I was impressed by how Callaway combined technology across its lines. Looking at the address, Big Bertha is almost
identical to the hybrid Rouge X. Face, the club looking stout and squarish the native. Black grey bisection and smoking around the middle give a distinctive profile hybrid. The shy Silver/Grey Recoil ZT9 is the perfect pairing. In the bag, the club has a clean and luxurious presence. &amp;Sound Taste There is no huge audily difference
across the hybrid face of Big Bertha, but when you catch one centrist you know. The sound is crispy, and both mid-pitch and mid-volume. Similarly, the centralised strike felt genuine and there was moderate feedback through hand on mishits. Performance With big Bertha hybrid offset, it took some swing to find the right ball position for a
solid ball strike - a good reminder to give opportunities to any new club. After that I rolled the ball easily on a high and powerful trajectory. The smash factor consistently at the top of 1.4s - even on mishits. The club is very forgiving. That solid performance could be attributed to two aspects of the 2019 Big Bertha cabrid design. First is
Jailbreak Technology. Among those you see on a single are the ends of the bar connecting to the crown - strengthening the body and maintaining more impact energy in the face. The second is the face itself, 455 ultra-thin ones, combined with Hyper Speed Callaway's face, resulting in faster ball speed. New OptiFit hos barrel system
shorter and lighter Previous Callaway deals that have allowed designers to restructure weight saving to optimize the C.O.G. Instruction cards that come with clubs are easy to understand, but to brush the real impact of reading this classic first part - How To Customize Your Drivers. In stock, neutral preparation, the hybrid is drawn bias –
that is, a slice battle. I tried several loft and lies settings, and the results of the ball flight were tangible and appropriate and all geared towards helping a piece. My conclusion was impressed by how much technology Callaway can squeeze into one reasonable-sized hybrid. The result is hybrid with strong performance, great forgiveness,
and adjustability. Oh, and an impressive look. All those reasons are probably why Callaway decided to offer the 2019 Big Bertha hybrid in six lofts - from 18° 3H to 33° 8H. While the hybrid is geared towards the middle to high disability golfers, it has the desired ability of better golfers. Doug, one of the fitter at club Champion in Orlando,
summed it up well after trying out various shots: the club is doing whatever you want. Callaway Big Bertha Hybrid Price &amp; Specs The Big Bertha 2019 Hybrid by Callaway features Jailbreak technology as well as the Hyper Speed Face Cup. Below we will further explain what that means for you as a golfer and how it benefits your golf
game. The reason we wrote a review today and recommended 2019 Big Bertha Hybrid Tech Shot is because I was a little impressed after trying it out on a demo day and believed it was a great hybrid club choice for people with disabilities and beginners. If you enjoy today's reviews, check out more articles on our blog as well as this step
with a golf practice routine that you can follow to improve your golf score! Big Bertha Hybrid Features & Long Distance Benefits and Fast Ball Speeds Jailbreak technology imports two prison bars because I like to call them to the backside the club faces to help steam the club's body. It connects the crown and the sole face makes it more
intense overall, less vibration and internal flexible. This helps put more impact loads on the face to create faster ball speeds and longer distances. It is an innovative technology used by Callaway in their drivers, wood, hybrids, and iron to help golfers achieve better distances while maintaining excellent flavor and control. Hyper Speed Face
Cup = Fast Ball Speeds The Hyper Speed Face Cup is a wraparound face to create better ball speeds in larger areas. This means even on hits Clubhead still produces faster-than-normal ball speeds. Many credits can be given to the Hyper Speed Face Cup but it won't be effective without his counterpart, ultra-thin, carpenter's 455 very
fast steel faces to help deliver faster ball speeds. New OptiFit host Besides better distance, you'll love the taste launching golf hybrid yields. Hybrids are known to roll the ball higher and easier to hit than fairway sticks. On The Big Bertha Hybrid 2019, you'll enjoy an easier launch from the new OptiFit Hosel. This adds adjustability to the
club so you can set a loft that fits the ball flight you're looking for. The new hosel system is lighter and shorter that saves weight at the golf club. Callaway restructured weight saving to optimize the now deeper center of gravity at the club's head. This helps Big Bertha Hybrid generate easy, high launch, long flying golf shots. Easier to Hit for
Extra Beginners, Hybrid's new Big Bertha 2019 featured a progressive head shape that golfers are looking for more forgiving and more interesting. This head shape also helps give a high hybrid MOI (inertia moment) which basically means less facial twists on the impact. This helps golf balls start with more straight, making the end result a
happier outcome for golfers. Should You Buy Big Bertha Hybrid 2019? We'll recommend it. I think you'll see after taking some swing that it feels easy to swing and the relationship with the golf ball feels smooth. The sound is also interesting and unsuitable. Launch feels pretty simple but you have to try it yourself to see. As someone who
usually doesn't get a great launch on their stick/hybrid, I'm satisfied with the ball flight I saw when trying out Big Bertha Hybrid. You can learn more about the specifics, reviews and prices on Amazon where we recommend buying. Click here to see this hybrid on Amazon Thanks for checking out this review of Hybrid's 2019 Big Bertha
Callaway. If you want a practice plan to follow with a drill and a proven routine to improve your short game and golf swing, check this option below: the only Callaway instructions for hosting adjustments I can find online are for Drivers. The Big Bertha OS Hybrid Cog settings differ from those on the driver. At Cog closest to the club's head,
follow-up settings appear in this order: +2, N, -1, D. On Cog closest to grip, the following settings appear in this order: N, S, D, +1.Assume that one Cog is for Loft and the other is for Lie ... these signs do not make a sence. Can someone please explain what this sign means? If +2, N, -1, D is for the LOFT, what does N and D stand for?
Also, you can only adjust the 2 degree loft up ... and 1 degree down? Similarly, what N, S, D. +1 scores on what Cog might be is going to be liE Callaway's video for Optifit Cogs states that LoFT Cog has an S for Stated Loft, -1, +1 and +2. LIE Cog has N for Neutral, and D for Re cabutan. This I can understand. The signs on the Bertha
Big Hybrid OS however have me completely confused. Thank you first for your &amp;Gear; Equipment In hybrid design, the focus is not only on how to give the smallest metal wood over the effects of spring to achieve extra distance. It's about how to make it easier to get the right lofts to match your set requirements. The Big Bertha hybrid
comes in five adjustable heads that can be set to four lofts (minus 1 degree to plus 2 degrees) and two corners of lies. Follow @mikestachura *Interested in more stories about equipment? Registration to receive Digestix Golf, a weekly digital magazine offering the latest news, introduction of new and behind-the-scenes products sees all
things equipment. * Any golfer who wants the best for his game and is ready to spend a little in the process will not hesitate to change his club for the better. When there is a very cool driver on the market, he will not be able to refrain. Now, if it sounds like you are, then why don't you check out what we have for you today? Once you've
gone through this Callaway Big Bertha Hybrid review quickly, you'll know whether it's time to get a new driver or not. Because the driver we are going to check has created a lot of enthusiasm around it. People in the golf world are ecstatic about the technology that has been introduced. We'll see whether it's as good as it looks. There's one
thing for sure; you will love this club, once you know better. So, let's get to it later. Callaway Big Bertha Hybrid Review Producing hybrids is not new to the brand. It has produced it before and done a great job with it. I'm talking about the models they've aggraved the world by coming back in 2014. This time, however, we saw something
very unusual from the company. We haven't seen Jailbreak Technology introduced in this model be so efficient and incredible before. So, let's talk about this technology first. It only comes with a few bars that are placed vertically behind your club's face. What is done is that it stwroats the hemorrhoids. Therefore, there is a huge amount of
energy transferred during the effect of clubface. Therefore, you see the driver generating incredible distance and the speed of the ball. Previously, the brand continued an adjustable hosel that seemed to be there for incense years. I'm always wondering what it must change to make your game better. And I am very happy that I have come
to know that this time the company has taken the initiative in that regard in the end. What they do that they make the hosel lighter and shorter. In this way, both the ability and jailbreak go together to make the guide so great. And it's not any ordinary light. We are dealing with a 13 gram lighter hosel here that has brought two of the most
brilliant technologies together. Moreover, you got the cleanest hosel you could ever imagine. Form in this case doesn't change, though. They have decided to go with which they have introduced over the years in their drivers. You will find the same old legs, both square and raised. This way, you get enough faces behind your golf balls.
Now, that's called user friendliness. Hybrid Rough Jailbreak Technology has also come up with technology. But, our guys have combined it with perfection. You'll see a very lumpy profile in this model. As a golfer, you always hesitate to transition from fairway metal to hybrid. With such a profile, you will be more confident in doing so.
Moreover, they have given a little offset to drivers. This way, you get better heights. But, there is also the chance of fat your eye becoming sick. Now, hybrid drivers are not a bad choice at all for any golfer. You won't be able to tell if there are any differences in terms of performance between them and the iron replacement club. They will
also give you a long-distance club performance, or close to that. So, in summary, if you want incredible forgiveness, enhanced height, and extra distance; then you have to get this thing. Also, if you want to be consistent, you will love drivers. This hybrid is usually very predictable. And that's what players need, to have a guarantee.



Therefore, it is a great drive, thanks to new technologies. Once you've played a few games with the club, you'll appreciate it even more. Predictability This is something that drivers should give you. Or your shots will be all over the place. Now, when it comes to the drivers we're talking about, you'll be satisfied in this. The club will give you
the height you want. And that's something that boosts your confidence altogether. Especially for long approach shots, ball flights are really important. There shouldn't be a problem getting a high ball and consistently in it with this club. The manufacturer seems to have put a lot of effort into making the driver one of the best in terms of ball
flights. And this is something that makes this model a better option than others. Yardage Club doesn't mind providing you with the desired page every time. If you want a distance, then the distance is what you will get with it. Yes, it won't mess up, will hit the ball as far as you like it and do it consistently. If you choose 22 degrees to play,
you shouldn't have trouble getting 200 metres from the yard. Now, we're not talking about anything one time Here. That's the page you get every time. Crazy or what? Clubs that can hit certain numbers consistently are always great options for golfers. That is why this one is highly recommended. Ultra-Thin Face Driver is the heck of an
entertainer, as far as the speed of the ball is concerned. We're talking about 130 MPH here and that' too, too, If you want to know the secret behind that outrageous performance, you should check out the ultra-thin faces at this club. Alongside Jailbreak's technology, this face ensures players get interesting ball speeds. And when it comes
to spinning, the driver will blow you. At the very least, that has happened for me. I'm happy to get an impressive spin number. Now, good height always results in a softer landing for the ball on the ground. Therefore, you have a good performer and forgive the club right in front of you. Adjustable lofts We talk about a variety of 17 to 35
degrees. In terms of loft adjustments, it couldn't be better than this. You should be able to find your favorite loft with this driver. If it was me, I would have chosen 17 degrees. I've always found that this is the loft you want to go to enjoy hitting easy and having the desired forgiveness and speed.         The perfect Optional Virtue for the
struggling by hitting ironGreat 3-4 to hit fairway wood solids during the impactExtremely comfortable A Forgiven DistanceExtra forgiveness Cons May be quite expensiveDoesn doesn't fit the lower disability golfer Frequently Asked Questions Is it comes with a head? It usually comes with one. However, you should check it before the
purchase. What is the hate in this driver? It comes with a UST Mamiya revealing a regular flex. Are there any adjustment tools included with the model? Usually, it includes one. But, you have to make sure of it. Is it a good option for people with less high ink? yes it is. However, for people with less low icons, this is not a good option. In
conclusion I think it should be enough to help you with the results of whether this golf club will be worth it or not. I'd say that if you want forgiveness, speed, and height- all in one driver, there will be no better option than this. It will make your golf experience even more enjoyable. So, if you can afford it, then go get it. You will hit the fairways
wood with the accuracy that you are always long for. For.
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